Chipworks Joins Intel, Microsoft, Philips Electronics, and Kenyon, on
IPBC Global 2015 Panel, “Validity is King”
Chipworks President, Julia Elvidge, will share insights as she moderates an esteemed
panel of experts at IPBC Global 2015, in San Francisco, June 15 at 4 p.m.
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA, June 10, 2015 – Chipworks, the patent and technology partner to the
world's most successful companies, today announced that Julia Elvidge, president of Chipworks, will
share insights and moderate one of the featured panels at IPBC Global 2015, “Validity is King.” The
session brings together five of the world’s leading IP experts to examine how the implementation of the
America Invents Act and a series of court rulings, like the Alice decision, have changed the U.S. IP
litigation landscape. The panel will take place Monday, June 15 at 4 p.m. at the Palace Hotel, in San
Francisco, Calif.
“It is an honor to have the opportunity to share ideas with this respected group of industry leaders as we
discuss the important changes in the United States IP litigation landscape and their impact on both
plaintiffs and defendants,” said Julia Elvidge, president of Chipworks. “By examining court rulings like the
Alice decision, in the context of new laws and other court actions, we hope to provide attendees with new
strategies that help them succeed in changing times.”
Participants in the Validity is King” panel include:


Julia Elvidge, President, Chipworks



Laurie Gathman, Principal IP counsel, Philips Intellectual Property & Standards



Dana Hayter, Vice President, Legal and Corporate Affairs and Associate General Counsel,
Technology Licensing, Intel



Michael Lennon, Partner, Kenyon



Micky Minhas, Chief Patent Counsel, Microsoft

IPBC Global is the world’s pre-eminent gathering of senior IP business decision makers, specifically
designed to meet the needs of a high-level delegate base that understands intellectual property is one of
the pivotal business assets of the 21st century. The event will be held June 14 - 16, 2015.
For more information on Chipworks, visit Chipworks.com, or to schedule a meeting during IPBC 2015, call
+1.613.829.0414 or email info@chipworks.com.
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About Chipworks
For over 20 years Chipworks has been a trusted patent and technology partner to the world's largest and
most successful companies. Business leaders rely on the company to help them identify and fully
leverage their most valuable patents and provide crucial analysis of high-revenue products in the most
competitive, fastest changing technology markets. By combining deep patent and market knowledge with
an unmatched ability to analyze the broadest range of technology products, Chipworks is able to provide
the most insightful Patent Intelligence and Competitive Technical Intelligence services in the industry.
Chipworks is based in Ottawa, Canada and works with customers from its offices in the United States,
Europe, Japan, Taiwan, and Korea. For more information visit www.chipworks.com, email
info@chipworks.com, or call +1.613.829.0414.
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